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Abstract
The current governmental climate change targets, such as the Paris agreement, are indeed a step
in the right direction, however, they will not be met through the incremental innovation of business
as usual. Furthermore, ﬁ rms cannot be complacent and rely on technological advancements to
deliver the required reduction in emissions.
The innovations that form the core of this dissertation have similar characteristics which are low
cost, low technology, high impact and high disruption. They deliver a substantial improvement in
e nvi ro nme nt al and e c o no mi c p e rf o rmanc e w h i l e re qu i ri ng l o w i nve s t me nt and re l y i ng o n e xi s t i ng
technology. The downside of these organisational innovations is that they disrupt routines and
require a change in behaviour of the ﬁ rm. This can lead to a loss in productivity as the change is
absorbed.
The main aim of this research is to develop a better understanding of organisational innovations
that aim to substantially improve environmental and economic performance. The research
methodology employed in this dissertation is based on a mixed methods approach which combines
qualitative and quantitative methods. The background of the research is predominantly qualitative
and the research data is a combination of both qualitative and quantitative data. The perspective
of this research's paradigm is mainly pragmatism.
This research argues that greater focus should be given to innovations with the above mentioned
low-low-high-high characteristics. These kinds of innovations seek to reconﬁ gure established
organisational processes and this is challenging as it disrupts routines and requires a change in
behaviour of the ﬁrm's employees. As a consequence, organisational innovations are more complex
than many other types of innovations.
The main contribution of the research is the development of a framework that shows the route
that ﬁ rms should take when aiming to reconﬁ gure their organisational processes.
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1. Introduction

1.1

Preamble

The origin of this dissertation’s research problem came from my time spent
as a sustainability consultant in the real estate and construction sector. I was
working in London in 2007 when retail chain Marks and Spencer launched a
ground breaking new sustainability strategy. It was called Plan A and it included 100 commitments which aimed to overhaul Marks and Spencer’s entire
operations in order to achieve carbon neutrality, zero waste and to increase
their sustainable sourcing. At the time, it seemed like a paradigm shift and a
sign that corporations would soon be putting sustainability at the top of their
agenda and embedding it in each part of their operations. However, this big
shift towards embedded sustainability did not happen.
Over the years the success of the Marks and Spencer case became a common
topic at sustainability conferences and I returned to Plan A in 2011. By then,
Marks and Spencer were reporting that rather than costing money, the innovations and new operational processes that were stimulated by Plan A were resulting in savings of £50 million per annum. (Grayson, 2011). At the same time
there were a number of retail chains that had committed to ambitious sustainability plans, all of which promised substantial reductions in carbon emissions.
For example, Walmart reported that they had improved the efficiency of their
transportation system by 65% compared to their 2005 operations. This was
explained by comparing their 2010 operations to that of 2005 and saying that
they delivered 57 million more cases, while driving 79 million fewer kilometres
(Dooley, 2012). Furthermore, Tesco were promising to reduce their transportation carbon emissions by 50% by 2012 based on their 2007 deliveries
(Dooley, 2012).
These case studies were different to standard corporate sustainability practices as the magnitude of the targeted environmental impact reduction was
larger than the existing industry standards. At this time, I began to research
these kinds of cases with the aim of writing a research article and eventually
applying the knowledge of these cases to the real estate and construction sector. The industry best practices that I encountered seemed to be made up of
the low hanging fruit of environmental management. In my article, I referred
to these low hanging fruit as surface sustainability strategies as they make minor improvements or simple adjustments to the existing operations (Dooley,
2012). They typically include solutions that involve short implementation periods, result in an increase in either capital or operational investment and im7
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pact only on the surface of the firm’s operations (Dooley, 2012). Examples of
surface sustainability strategies are:
x Reducing energy emissions by purchasing wind power credits
x Improving transport efficiency by renewing a logistics fleet with more
efficient vehicles
x Energy efficiency improvements that do not involve a change in behaviour of the firm's employees
In contrast to the characteristics of surface sustainability, many of the ambitious sustainability strategies that we emerging in the retail sector showed a
willingness to reconfigure organisational processes. The strategies aimed to
directly impact the behaviour of employees and other stakeholders and thus
they needed to be deeply integrated within the firm’s operations. They were
examples of embedded sustainability (Lazlo and Zhexembayeva, 2011; Dooley,
2012). Another observation was that firms were more willing to reconfigure
their day to day operations through the added incentive of carbon reduction
than through economic savings alone. Many simple employee behavioural
practices that provided clear economic savings and could have been adopted at
any time over the last decade, such as printing on both sides of office paper,
were often only considered when the added incentive of increased environmental performance is introduced. Other examples of embedded sustainability
that resulted in substantial reduction in environmental impact and operating
costs and were presented in my article (2012) were:
x In order to reduce carbon emissions Finnish retailer Kesko reduced
employee’s air travel by 20.7% and car travel by 18.8% through increased use of video conferencing
x Marks and Spencer reported that they saved €13.9 million in 2011 by
implementing reductions in packaging
x Kraft foods have designed a jar for Planters peanuts that weighs 84%
less than the previous version. They have replaced glass with a less
expensive 100% recyclable BPA-free plastic and as a result 25% less
trucks are required for delivery
x In order to reduce waste Starbucks introduced a policy for partner
firms to have their drinks served in reusable cups. This initiative
saved approximately €800,000 in the first year and saved 16 million
paper cups
x An energy audit was conducted in a 650,000 m2 retail distribution
centre in the U.S.A. The 500W light bulbs that mostly shone on the
top of cardboard boxes were removed and the workers were given
task lighting. As a result the firm’s carbon footprint was significantly
reduced and the running costs were decreased by €520,000 per annum
The differences in the characteristics of surface and embedded sustainability
were particularly interesting to me and they were summarised as follows:
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Table 1. Characteristics of embedded sustainability and surface sustainability (Dooley, 2012).
Embedded Sustainability
Slow implementation
High disruption of operations
Low investment
Long term solutions

Surface Sustainability
Quick Implementation
Low disruption of operations
High Investment
Short term solutions

The table above from 2012 describes embedded sustainability as being slow,
low cost, highly disruptive and producing long term effects whereas surface
sustainability is described as being quick, marginally disruptive, expensive and
only producing effects in the short term. The focal innovations of this dissertation are inspired by the embedded sustainability case studies that I wrote
about in the past, however, their primary characteristics have evolved. In this
dissertation, surface sustainability strategies are simply referred to as incremental innovation and embedded sustainability strategies are referred to as
being environmentally focused organisational innovations as they are related
to the organisation of people and work (OECD, 2005). The purpose of this research is to study organisational innovations that aim to improve environmental and economic performance and have the following low-low-high-high characteristics:
x Low implementation cost: these innovations are relatively inexpensive to implement when compared to the current best practice
ways in which the same environmental and economic targets can be
achieved. They involve the reconfiguration of the existing organisational processes and do not require investment in fixed assets such as
machinery and equipment.
x Low technological trajectory: they exploit well-known technology and use it in traditional ways. They are not driven by technological
change and instead they reconfigure the formal organisational processes that define how the product or service is employed within the
organisation.
x High disruption to internal operations: the main drawback associated with the reconfiguration of established organisational processes is that it disrupts routines and requires a change in behaviour
of the firm. This can lead to a loss in productivity as the disruption is
being absorbed.
x High (positive) impact on environmental and economic
performance: the reconfiguration of the existing organisational
processes can deliver a higher magnitude of change than the minor
improvements and simple adjustments of incremental innovation.

1.2

Research Scope

In the past, the literature of organisational change has been utilised to describe the conditions that are needed to implement environmentally focused
innovations. Shrivastava (1995) summarizes the barriers to developing environmental technology solutions as the cost of developing solutions, the lack of
know-how and information and organisational inertia. However, this has been
9
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done at a very high level and has not been applied to the reconfiguration organisational processes.
This research aims to narrow the gap between organisational inertia and environmental sustainability. Organisational inertia is commonly referenced in
the modern dialogue on environmental sustainability but it is rarely tackled in
a detailed manner. It is often classified as a general barrier, discussed in the
context of cultural attitudes surrounding the causes of climate change and presented as a justification for more governmental regulation (Long et al., 2016;
Simboli et al., 2014).
Insufficient attention has been paid to the organisational capabilities that are
required to understand the impact of cross-silo environmental sustainability
strategies such as the example from Kraft above. In the Kraft case, a change in
material resulted in savings related to materials and transportations costs.
Systemic innovation and sustainability has been explored in order to stimulate
technological innovation that improves sustainability performance (Foxon and
Pearson, 2008), in order to develop sustainable product service systems (Ceschin, 2013) and in the literature relating to sustainability transitions (Boons et
al., 2013; Coenen and Díaz López, 2010). The systems under consideration in
the sustainability transitions literature are complex socio-technical systems
and in these cases the system can be vast such as studies on global food systems. In contrast, the low-low-high-high innovations of this dissertation are
concerned with the value chain of a firm’s products.
In addition, the behavioural aspects of organisational inertia, which are related to the organisation’s formal processes and informal cultural norms, have
largely been ignored in the literature on environmental sustainability. Routine
rigidity is a new but relevant area in the literature and its strength lies in its
ability to explain why some rational innovations are not implemented. To date,
it has only been referenced in the literature on environmental sustainability
with regard to sustainable procurement policies (Meehan and Bryde, 2011).
The characteristics of high impact (environmental and economic) and low
barrier to implementation (cost and technological) make the focal innovations
a valuable study area as firms are less able to justify inaction by hiding behind
the traditional barriers such as investment cost. The article that was inspired
by Plan A and the other retail sustainability strategies was presented at a conference in September 2012. It served as the foundation for my proposal to pursue a doctoral degree which was sent one month later in October 2012.
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2. Research Problem

The purpose of this research is to develop a better understanding of organisational innovations that aim to improve environmental and economic performance. The core focus is on the organisational innovations and the research
seeks to reintroduce them to the literature on environmental sustainability.
The dissertation contributes to the body of knowledge on organisational
change and environmental sustainability and the central research question
may be expressed as follows:
How do organisational innovations substantially improve the environmental and economic performance of a firm?

2.1

Research Structure

The research problem has emerged during the research process and the three
articles deal with the same research question from slightly different perspectives. The aim of this approach is to produce a coherent exploration of the
problem and to provide the basis for robust conclusions.
The research began with a literature review which comprised on two distinct
parts. The first part reviewed the innovation typologies that match the focal
innovation characteristics (low cost, low technological trajectory, high disruption and high impact). The second part reviewed how these kinds of innovations have been employed in the context of environmental sustainability. This
was done to ground the focal innovations in the existing literature and also to
review the literature on the related innovation barriers and mechanisms that
have been shown to overcome these barriers. This work lead to the development of an initial theoretical framework which was then subsequently tested
with empirical data from the retail industry and can be seen in article I. The
second stage (article II) involved the collection of qualitative data from a second case study and the literature was used to explain the empirical observations. In the final phase (article III), quantitative data from a third case study
was used to explore the findings from stage two in more detail.
The final theoretical framework that relates to the whole scope of this dissertation suggests a route that firms can take when aiming to reconfigure their
organisational processes. In the case where the organisational innovations are
already known within the firm but continue to be ignored then firms are advised to focus on relaxing routine rigidity. Alternatively, when trying to implement change in situations where the end solutions aren’t already known
11
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within the firm, the focus should be on developing capabilities that are related
to knowledge integration and boundary management.

Figure 1. The construct of the research.

In order to answer the research question two variables need to be assessed
and these are organisational innovation and environmental and economic performance. The target of the research is to understand more about improving
environmental and economic performance. Environmental impact reduction is
important to prevent global warming from exceeding 2 °C above pre-industrial
levels and firms will be more interested in applying environmental impact reduction strategies if they also improve economic performance. The research
construct of the dissertation is that rational environmentally focused innovations are often ignored due to the failure to change existing organisational processes and this may be seen above in figure 1. The dissertation aims to study
the factors that influence the reconfiguration of existing and the development
of new organisational processes and thus the influence of organisational innovation is studied. Organisational innovation is often classified as being related
to the relationship between organizational structural forms and innovativeness; innovation as a process of organizational learning and knowledge creation; and organisational capacity for change and adaptation (Lam, 2005). The
first article focuses primarily on innovation as a process of learning and
knowledge integration and the second article and third articles focus on organisational change and adaptation. One criticism of this approach is that one of
the main variables is organisational innovation which is employed in the existing literature to describe a diverse range of concepts. This dissertation takes
extra care with this term to ensure that it is used correctly in the context of the
research construct.
The research structure may be seen below in Figure 2 and it shows how the
research aim, core concepts, research deign and findings fit together. Articles
12
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Research
Question
Title

Aim

How can organisational innovations substantially improve
the environmental and economic performance of a firm?
Article I
Value Chain Systemicity: Promoting Organizational Creativity and
Environmental Sustainability in Low Velocity Industries

Article II
Routine Rigidity &
Environmental Sustainability: Why
Rational Innovations are Regularly
Ignored

Article III
Routines, Rigidity and
Real Estate: Organisational Innovations in the
Workplace

To examine if firms
aiming to reduce their
consumption of natural
resources should pay
more attention to the
whole product system
rather than just focusing on the individual
stages in isolation

The study if routine
rigidity inhibits
environmentally
focused innovations
and to examine the
mechanisms that
can relax routine
rigidity

To collect detailed empirical evidence from the
corporate real estate
industry with the aim of
shedding further light
on the relationship between routine rigidity
and environmentally
focused organisational
innovations

Core
Concepts

Systemic innovation;
Routine rigidity;
knowledge integration; environmentally
dynamic capabilities
focused organisational innovation
Case Study Multinational retail
Multinational
firm
telecommunications
firm
Analysis
Pattern-matching logic Logic model
Technique
Findings

Routine rigidity; environmentally focused
organisational innovation
Office building in Helsinki, Finland

Computer simulation
with occupancy and energy as the core variables
Firms should target
Routine rigidity can Activity-based working
innovations that have
inhibit organisahas not reached high
high systemicity as
tional innovations
levels of adoption in the
high interdependence
that aim to improve corporate real estate
maximizes the cumula- environmental and sector and the results
tive effect of the result- economic perforsuggest that this has
mance
ant complementary
been caused by routine
innovations
rigidity

Conclusion A substantial improvement in environmental and economic performance can be achieved without considerable investment and without
significant technological change. It does however, require the reconfiguration of organisational processes. The relevant processes are the organisation’s formal processes and informal cultural norms. Firms
should focus on relaxing routine rigidity when trying to implement organisational innovations that are already known within the firm. Alternatively, when trying to implement change in situations where the end
solutions aren’t already known within the firm, the focus should be on
knowledge integration and boundary management in order to implement innovations that have high systemicity.
Figure 2. The research structure.
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I–III have been published in peer reviewed academic journals and this dissertation provides a description of the methodology, summaries of the three publications, a discussion of the findings, an evaluation of the research and suggestions for future research.

2.2

Organisational Change

The degradation of the natural environment can be a catalyst for new resource and capability development, however, this kind of change can be a slow
and costly process. The concept of structural inertia was introduced to examine the adaptability of organisations in changing market conditions. It described the factors that limited the ability to adapt and it was comprised of
internal structural arrangements and external constraints (Hannan and Freeman, 1977). Organisational inertia is concerned with the factors that are internal to the organisation such as sunk costs, the availability of information, internal political constraints and the constraints generated by the organisation’s
historical path. According to inertia theory, the history of the organisation determines the development of standard operational procedures and the allocation of tasks and authority. As the theory developed, this path dependence was
succinctly described as “the tendency for precedents to become normative
standards” (Hannan and Freeman, 1984).
Incumbent inertia has been described as the inability of organisations to implement change in order to respond to significant (economic) environmental
fluctuations (Miller and Friesen, 1980). It is extremely common and thus it has
been extensively studied by past scholars (Christensen, 1997). Gilbert (2005)
studied the struggle of incumbent firms in the face of innovations that create
discontinuous change and through this work he defined the role of rigidities
and cognitive frames and categorised the sluggishness of the incumbent’s response into two distinct categories. Under the conditions of discontinuous
external change, resource rigidity is the failure to change the organisation’s
resource allocations and routine rigidity is the failure to change the organisational processes. The organisational processes that influence routine rigidity
are the organisation’s formal processes and informal cultural norms. The concept of routine rigidity has a long history. Nelson and Winter (1982) discussed
rigid firms in the context of organisational change in their seminal work from
the early 1980’s and the term itself was used by scholars as early as the 1990’s
(Dickson, 1992; McMaster and Sawkins, 1996).
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Incremental innovation reinforces the normative standards and the capabilities of established organisations whereas more ambitious innovation strategies
force organisations to ask new questions and to develop new skills (Henderson
and Clark, 1990). Therefore, if organisations are seeking to overcome organisational inertia then they must develop new organisational capabilities. This is
a challenging task as they are costly to adjust, difficult to create, cannot be
purchased and thus they must be built within the organisation (Teece and Pisano, 1994; Teece et al., 1997). Organisational capabilities are made up of routines that are highly patterned, repetitious and are founded partially in tacit
knowledge and the specificity of objectives (Winter, 2003). The foundation
upon objective specificity and tacit knowledge is the reason why capabilities
cannot easily be bought and must instead be built. It is also the reason why
being more ambitious than incremental innovation is difficult. When routines
are successfully repeated, it enhances organizational competitiveness as the
capability of doing something in a structured fashion makes the organization
more efficient (Ritala et al., 2009). Dynamic capabilities can be implemented
to reconfigure internal and external competences in order to respond to
change (Teece et al., 1997). Since their introduction to the field of management, dynamic capabilities have enabled management scholars to analyse the
ability to achieve new forms of competitive advantage in dynamic environments. However, thus far they have been applied across a rather narrow range
of dynamic environments. They have been typically demonstrated by examples
which provide a certain innovative response in high velocity environments.
Typically this includes new products developed to adapt to highly dynamic
markets or in conditions of rapid technological change (Anand et al., 2010;
Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Lavie, 2006; Teece et al., 1997).
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3. Theoretical Foundation

3.1

Environmental Sustainability

A key target of the debate on climate change is to prevent global warming
from exceeding 2 °C above pre-industrial levels. The 2°C temperature target
has been described as the maximum allowable warming before there is dangerous anthropogenic interference in the natural climate (Randalls, 2010). It is
an important part of the European Commission’s climate policy and it is the
basis of their plans to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80% by 2050. This
will be delivered in incremental steps with milestones of a 40% reduction by
2030 and 60% by 2040. All of these targets are compared to 1990 emissions
levels (European Commission, 2011). The European Commission’s climate
policy has been enhanced by the Paris agreement which was signed in December 2015 and saw 195 countries adopt the first-ever legally binding global climate deal. These targets are indeed a step in the right direction, however, they
will not be met through the incremental innovation of business as usual and
firms cannot just sit around and wait for technological advancements to deliver the reduction in emissions (Jackson, 2009). Peters et al. (2013) claim that
meeting the European Commission target will require immediate significant
and sustained global mitigation, with a probable reliance on net negative emissions in the longer term while other scholars argue that this target will not be
achieved without imposing global carbon taxation (Rogelj et al., 2013).
Outside of the wider societal perspective, the degradation of the natural environment poses a significant risk to firms that are intense consumers of natural
resources. This is because the natural environment influences every stage in
the value chain of product. The factors that corporations are most concerned
about can be summarized into the following categories: energy and fuel availability, material scarcity, water scarcity, population growth, ecosystem decline
and food security (KPMG, 2012). Fuel shortages or material scarcities will result in a corresponding increase in price. Similarly the impact of climate
change on weather patterns or drought will also pose difficulties in growing
crops and natural materials in locations where they have traditionally been
cultivated. In times of material scarcity, waste reduction and material recycling will take on added importance. If climate change mitigating legislation
such as carbon taxation is introduced firms will be forced to re-evaluate
whence they source their raw materials, how they power their factories and
how they transport their products. Even without the risks posed by stresses on
the natural environment there is a case to be made that reducing environmen-
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tal impact breeds innovation by striving for a more efficient product system
(Porter and van der Linde, 1995; Hart, 1995; Shrivastava and Hart, 1995).
Hart (1995) also argues that the constraints and challenges posed by the natural environment will be one of the most important drivers of new resource
and capability development. He presents a conceptual framework for the natural-resource-based view that is made up of three interconnected strategies:
pollution prevention, product stewardship and sustainable development. Pollution prevention is seen as an integral part of environmental impact reduction; however, it is characterized by incremental efficiency gains which form
the industry best practices. It is similar to the surface sustainability and thus, it
is not considered to be a major driver of change (Dooley, 2012). In contrast
product stewardship induces innovation as it integrates environmental perspectives into the entire value chain of the firm’s product systems (Hart and
Dowell, 2010). It is similar to embedded sustainability and is described as inducing innovation by integrating environmental perspectives into the entire
value chain of the firm’s product systems (Hart, 1995; Lazlo and Zhexembayeva, 2011). It has the ability to guide the selection of raw materials and to discipline product design in order to reduce environmental impact of product
systems (Hart and Milstein, 2003).

3.2

Innovation Typologies

The research problem of this dissertation is concerned with improving environmental and economic performance and the case study firms have implemented change in order to achieve their environmental and economic goals.
Inertia has been studied in order to understand why this kind of change is difficult to implement and innovation has been included in order to understand
how the factors that inhibit this change have been overcome. The literature on
environmental sustainability consistently refers to the practice of implementing change as innovation and thus, the most commonly known term in this
area is eco-innovation (Rennings, 2000). The research question is concerned
with successful environmentally focused organisational innovations and this
refers to a specific part of the innovation literature. It is not overly concerned
with the idea development or the implementation of the innovation. Its primary concern is to examine how and why the innovations have been successful at
solving the original problem. Innovation is defined as the process of applying
an idea or invention into practice and it is a key concern of this research which
examines how firms have been successful at implementing change (Tidd &
Bessant, 2013). Two innovation typologies are focused on in detail. In the context of this dissertation, systemic innovations are relevant when trying to implement ambitious change under the conditions that the innovative solutions
are not known. Whereas, innovations that relax routine rigidity are relevant if
a firm is trying to implement ambitious change when the innovative solutions
are already known and have been ignored for a considerable amount of time.
Autonomous innovations are those which can be pursued independently
from other innovations. In contrast, the benefits of innovations that are fun-
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damentally systemic can only be realized in conjunction with related complementary innovations (Chesbrough and Teece, 1996; Teece, 1996). Jet airplanes
are a systemic innovation as the introduction of jet engines demanded that a
change be made to the design of the air frames. The increased vibration caused
by the engine required an increase in the airframe stress resistance. This
means that the design of the jet engine and the new air frame are complementary innovations and the introduction of the jet engine resulted in the jet airplane being a systemic innovation. According to Milgrom and Roberts (1990)
complementary strategies mutually reinforce each other. This means that, a
positive change in a strategy or innovation will also produce a positive change
in another complementary strategy or innovation (Tanriverdi and Lee, 2008).
When discussing systemic innovations it is helpful to divide the system into
two distinct elements which are the system components and linkages between
the components. The separation of components and linkages is borrowed from
Henderson and Clark’s (1990) description of architectural innovation. Architectural innovation argues that successful innovation of product systems requires two types of knowledge. These are architectural knowledge which concerns the way in which components are integrated and linked together into a
coherent whole and componential knowledge which concerns the core design
principles and the way in which they are implemented inside a particular component. Knowledge flows readily inside each component and as a consequence
the components operate efficiently when considered in isolation. However,
knowledge does not flow readily across the system links and this inhibits the
transfer of knowledge across the whole system. In architectural innovations
the original components stay mostly the same and the final change is driven by
the way in which the components are linked together (Henderson and Clark,
1990). Whereas, in systemic innovations a change in one system component or
link triggers one or more changes in other areas of the system and the final
change is driven by the sum of all of the changes. The concept of systemic innovation has the ability to explain how such as large magnitude of change was
achieved. During the research, considerable attention was given to the study of
alternative innovation types that also produce a large magnitude of change,
however, no other suitable candidate were found. For example, the focal innovations produce a change that is similar in magnitude to radical innovations,
however, the resultant change cannot be classified as radical as it enhances the
capabilities of incumbent firms (Henderson and Clark, 1990). Similarly, discontinuous innovation is unsuitable as is related to the disruption of a steady
development in the form of a new product class or fundamental process improvement (Tushman & Anderson 1986). The systemic innovations that are
concentrated on in this dissertation can be considered as subset of organisational innovations as they are top down innovations that concern people and
the organisation of work. The term systemic innovations is used to describe
them as it describes their most important characteristic and is more specific
than organisational innovations.
The reconfiguration of established organisational processes produces a challenge to organisations as it disrupts routines and requires a change in behav-
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iour of the firm’s employees. This is why organisational innovations are more
complex than many other types of innovations. Organisational innovation can
be defined as being related to people and the organisation of work (OECD,
2005). This is in line with the research of another scholar who argues that the
reconfiguration of organisational processes is a measure of the innovativeness
of the whole firm and not just the actions of a few people and thus should be
characterised as organisational innovation (Rogers, 1983). Another researcher
has argued that the existing literature on organizational innovation is very
diverse and not well integrated into a coherent theoretical framework. Having
made this observation, the researcher proceeded to classify the topic into three
different streams. These were the relationship between organizational structural forms and innovativeness; innovation as a process of organizational
learning and knowledge creation; and organizational capacity for change and
adaptation (Lam, 2005). This dissertation is concerned with learning and
knowledge creation so that organisational process can be reconfigured in a
more efficient way and in the ability of organizations to overcome inertia and
adapt in the face of environmental change.
The renewal of organisational processes lies on the boundary between process and organisational innovation and determining the difference between
these two innovation types is a common step when examining innovation cases. This is because both typologies essentially aim to decrease costs through
new and more efficient concepts of production, delivery and internal organisation (OECD, 2005). A simple way of presenting the two types of innovation is
to define process innovation as being related to equipment, software and specific techniques or procedures, while organisational innovation is related to
people and work (OECD, 2005). Other fields have also studied organisational
innovation and environmental sustainability (Boons and Lüdeke-Freund,
2013). Sustainable business models have been broadly described as those
which integrate economically relevant sustainability concerns with business
success (Inigo et al., 2015). Boons and Lüdeke-Freund have said that at the
organisational level, business models for sustainable innovation typically focuses on the capacity to develop new technologies. However, the same researchers also state that business model change on the organizational level is
also concerned with changing the culture, structure and routines of organizations. This dissertation deviates from the well-worn path of new technologies
and instead seeks to explore the influence of organisational routines.
Environmental impact reduction is at the core of this dissertation and many
similar terms are used when discussing environmentally focused innovations.
The term environmentally focused innovation is synonymous with environmental innovation and eco-innovation and it refers to the improvement of
products or processes as well as the development of new ideas or behaviours
that reduce environmental impact (Rennings, 2000; Del Rio et al., 2010;
Forsman, 2013). The term green innovation is similar and commonly used for
technologically driven advancements (Aguilera-Caracuel and Ortiz-deMandojana, 2013). Sustainable or sustainability innovation also describe a
similar phenomenon but these terms have not been used as they open the fo-
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cus to social sustainability which is beyond the scope of this research (Hansen
et al., 2009).

3.3

Innovation Barriers

The barriers to environmentally focused innovations have been described as
being related to the lack of economic resources, low technological competency
to develop environmentally focused innovations internally and low technological competency to absorb environmentally focused innovations developed externally (Del Río et al., 2010). Other studies found that the main barrier was
caused by environmental products having a higher price than competitor
products (Rehfeld et al., 2007). In addition to this, Foxon and Pearson (2008)
present the barriers to environmentally focused innovation as system failures
related to investment in infrastructure, failure to keep pace with changing
technology, lock-in effects and institutional failures.
Organisational inertia features prominently as a barrier to environmental
management in the win-win literature of the early 1990’s. Shrivastava (1995)
described one of the barriers to the adoption of environmental strategies as
being related to that fact that organisations are accustomed to doing things in
certain set ways and that they have established decision routines, standard
procedures, and cultural habits. It is commonly referenced in the modern dialogue on environmentally focused innovation but it is rarely tackled in a detailed manner. It is often classified as a general barrier, discussed in the context of cultural attitudes surrounding the causes of climate change and presented as a justification for more governmental regulation (Long et al., 2016;
Simboli et al., 2014). It is in the context of governmental regulation and legislation where organisational inertia most commonly appears in the environmental sustainability literature. Porter and van der Linde (1995) argue that
tougher environmental regulation is likely to stimulate business innovation by
removing inhibiting organisational inertia and this is referenced by a number
of scholars who touch upon organisational inertia and argue that it can be
overcome by increased regulation (Boons and Wagner, 2009; Rassier and
Earnhart, 2015). Könnölä and Unruh (2007) also touch on the interaction of
regulation and organisational inertia and argue that environmental management systems need to be developed in a manner that does not inhibit innovation.
There are two key barriers that must be overcome when a firm is seeking to
implement systemic innovations and they are the coordination of knowledge
and continuous boundary management. The coordination of knowledge is time
and cost intensive. It has been highlighted as a barrier to systemic innovation
and scholars have even suggested that these innovations should be implemented within an integrated organisational design to overcome coordination
problems (Chesbrough and Teece, 1996; Teece, 1996). Other scholars have
commented that systemic innovations, especially revolutionary innovations
such as the transition from video home system (VHS) to digital video disc
(DVD), are so complex and require so much knowledge integration that they
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cannot be managed by a single firm (De Laat, 1999). The influence of
knowledge integration on boundary management is also time and cost intensive. Disintegration typically occurs when a firm realizes that it has asymmetric capabilities in the context of a particular product system and decides to
commit to the areas in which it is strongest. Firms also choose to withdraw
from areas where they are even marginally profitable in order to focus on their
areas of core expertise. This approach aides expansion and growth in the selected focus areas with the aim of earning an advantage over competitors.
However, it is argued that firms should constantly reconfigure their vertical
scope in order to maximize knowledge integration and learning across the
stages of the value chain (Spender, 1996).
When organisational barriers to environmentally focused innovation have
been studied in depth, their relevance has clearly been demonstrated and it
has been claimed that they are stronger inhibitors of environmentally focused
innovation than product, process or technological barriers (Lenox and Ehrenfield, 1997). The organisational barriers that were considered to be most relevant were related to learning, knowledge integration and knowledge interpretation within the organisation (Lenox and Ehrenfield, 1997; Wong, 2013). Also, it has been shown in the past that product innovations can be stimulated by
R&D spending but that the same cannot be said for process innovations (Rehfeld et al., 2007; del Río González, 2009).
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4. Research Methodology

The research methodology employed in this dissertation is based on a mixed
methods approach which combines qualitative and quantitative methods (Creswell, 2014). A case study research design has been selected as this the appropriate strategy when aiming to answer “how” questions in a complex realworld context, such as the research question in this dissertation. The research
also adopts a pragmatic worldview.

4.1

Research Approach

A mixed methods approach is one where the researcher gathers both quantitative and qualitative data and integrates findings from the two methods. The
data is then interpreted based on the combined strengths of both methods and
this is done with the primary aim of understanding the research problem. The
methodologies are combined in a holistic way so that the different methods
help the researcher to develop a complex picture of the research problem.
(Creswell, 2014). It is done to reveal new dimensions of the same phenomenon
rather than validating the same findings multiple times. The different characteristics that are uncovered are then studied in more detail and the mixed
method approach enables the similarities and differences between the different data sources to be identified.
The background of the research is predominantly qualitative and the research data is a combination of both qualitative and quantitative data. The aim
of the research has been to interpret all findings whether they are based on
qualitative or quantitative data. This in line with the work of previous methodologists (Creswell, 2014; Yin, 2009). However, in this research the findings
have been interpreted through a qualitative analysis rather than a quantitative
approach (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004). The mixed methods approach
can be seen as a relatively new methodology as it originates from the late
1980s and early 1990s and it was developed from individuals in diverse fields
such as evaluation, education, management, sociology, and health sciences.
Over the years it has expanded into many different scientific disciplines and
into many countries throughout the world (Creswell, 2014).
In this mixed methods study, the research began with a first phase where an
initial theoretical framework was developed based on the literature and the
framework was then subsequently tested with empirical data from a single
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case study. This initial framework focused on dynamic capabilities related to
knowledge integration and boundary management. The second stage involved
the collection of qualitative data from another case study and the literature
was used to explain these empirical observations. In the final phase, quantitative data was used to explore the findings from phase two in more detail. The
second phase and the final phase focused on routine rigidity.
The final theoretical framework that relates to the whole scope of this dissertation suggests a route that firms can take when aiming to reconfigure their
organisational processes. One route adopts dynamic capabilities approach and
another focuses on routines. When the organisational innovations are already
known within the firm, but continue to be ignored, then firms are advised to
relax the relevant routines. Alternatively, when trying to implement change in
situations where the end solutions aren’t already known, firms should develop
the relevant capabilities. Thus, the mixed method approach enabled the
themes and patterns that are most relevant to the research problem to emerge
during the research and for them to be defined in the findings of this dissertation (Creswell, 2009). The research strategy enabled the problem to be viewed
from multiple angles and multiple perspectives and this provided a more comprehensive understanding of the research question that was being considered.

4.2

Research Design

From the commencement of these doctoral studies, the research process has
involved emerging questions and procedures. A case study research design has
been employed as it is the most appropriate when asking “how?” and “why?” in
real-life environments that involve complex events and behaviour (Yin, 2009).
Case studies are also suitable when studying phenomena at the level of an organisation or industry as they support research that involves processes, activities and events (Creswell, 2014). In this research, data has been collected from
three separate case studies in order to shed light on the research problem.
Case studies are also suitable as they do not require the research team to have
control of that which is being studied. The level of analysis that is employed in
this dissertation represents the practices of various organisations and industries and thus could not be controlled by the researchers.
The perspective of this research’s paradigm is mainly pragmatism. A pragmatic worldview has the research problem at its core and uses all approaches
available to understand the problem. This makes it particularly suitable for a
mixed methods approach as the combination of mixed methods and pragmatism achieves an openness in both the research strategy and philosophy.
Pragmatism is not tied to any one system of philosophy and reality. This
matches the approach of mixed methods research where researchers draw liberally from quantitative and qualitative assumptions when conducting their
research. The characteristics of the research problem have dictated that there
is not a well-known arc of research that can be followed and thus the adopted
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worldview has arisen out of actions, situations, and consequences rather than
the antecedent conditions (Creswell, 2014).

4.3

Case Study Research

The research approach for each paper was selected based on the nature ofe
research problems and the aim of the research (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011).
The literature review uncovered a gap in the research relating to organisational
innovation and environmental sustainability. The first article undertook a
thorough literature review of the topics surrounding the research question of
this dissertation. The literature review was conducted in order to ground the
various aspects of the research problem in the existing academic literature.
The two key parts of the research problem that were concentrated upon in the
literature review were the characteristics of the innovations that the research
problem is concerned with (low-low-high-high) and the drivers and barriers
that relate to these kind of innovations. This was initially done by searching for
environmentally focused innovation concepts that produced a large magnitude
of change in scientific journal databases and other related professional publications. The initial focus on innovation and sustainability publications yielded
the concept of systemic innovation but did not adequately describe the drivers
and barriers of innovations that feature in the research problem. However,
part two of the literature review was completed when the focus was enlarged to
include management journals. A theoretical framework was developed based
on the literature and the framework was then subsequently tested with empirical data from a single case study. The article employs a pattern-matching logic
to analyse the case study and Creswell (2014) states that a pattern-matching
logic is one of the most desirable techniques for case study analysis. This kind
of logic is mostly used to compare a predicted pattern with an empirical one
and if the patterns coincide, then the results can help a case study to strengthen its internal validity (Yin, 2009).
The second article provided an opportunity to study the research problem in
a more revealing and rigorous way. The public documents that we used in article 1 only described the results of the innovations that had been implemented
and did not reveal anything about the decision making process behind the
strategies. In contrast, the primary data sources in article 2 were semistructured interviews with each member of the environmental management
team and this approach was more revealing than just looking from the outside
in. The interviews provided insight on the organisational decision making process and quantitative data was collected to show the environmental and economic drivers behind the strategic activities. The case study was chosen as the
organisation had previously implemented strategies that matched the characteristics of the focal innovations of this dissertation. A logic model was used to
analyse two sequences of events and each one of these described the implementation of an environmentally focused innovation over a number of years.
The organisational-level logic model was used to clearly show a chain of events
over an extended period of time. The events are shown in a repeated cause-
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effect-cause-effect pattern whereby the dependent variable at an earlier stage
becomes the independent variable for the next stage (Yin, 2009). The flow of
boxes shows the relationship between each stage in the sequence. Although
they are similar to pattern matching, logic models deserve to be a separate
analytic technique due to the focus on sequential stages.
The third article aimed to explore the findings from article two in more detail
by studying the implementation of an innovative strategy in the corporate real
estate industry. This portion of research involved quantitative data and a case
study research design was selected as the adoption and implementation of an
industry trend involves processes, activities and events. The data collection
was carried out in an office building and the data collection system measured
how many people were occupying the case study area at any one time over the
course of the study period. In order to do this, two video cameras were installed in the ceiling and software installed on the cameras was used to measure the occupancy of the case study area which had a floor area of approximately 650 meters. The cameras were installed to point straight down so that
the faces of the people passing beneath them could not be seen. This meant
that privacy was less of an issue when compared to other security camera systems which are pointed directly at people as they approach. The study was
carried out for the whole month of May 2016 and this was a suitable time period from an energy consumption point of view as it is falls outside the hottest
and coldest periods of the year. May was also suitable from an occupancy point
of view as it was not affected by the Finnish summer holiday period which
generally occurs from June to August. In addition to the data collected by the
cameras, a 3-dimensional dynamic energy simulation was made for the case
study building. The energy simulation was used to demonstrate the influence
that occupancy rates have on the energy consumption of the case study building.
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5. Summaries of the Publications

This chapter presents a summary of the articles that form the basis for this
dissertation. The summary shown here is the portion of the article that is most
relevant to this dissertation’s research question. The full papers have been
added to the appendix.

5.1

Article I: Value Chain Systemicity: Promoting Organizational
Creativity and Environmental Sustainability in Low Velocity
Industries

The first article studied environmental impact on a system level and the level
of analysis is the cradle-to-cradle of a product. This encompasses the entire
value chain of a firm’s product systems from the sourcing of raw materials to
the end of the products life. The initial proposition of the study was that natural environment influences each stage of a product system and that firms aiming to reduce their consumption of natural resources should pay more attention to the whole product system rather than just focusing on the individual
stages in isolation. The challenge for firms is not just to understand the contribution made by each individual stage in the value chain but to also understand
the interdependencies between the stages. The value chain is an interconnected system and thus it is possible for a change in one stage to automatically
produce a change in another stage. Systemic innovations are able to leverage
knowledge of these value chain interdependencies to reconfigure the existing
product system in a more efficient manner. The fact that change occurs in multiple areas of the value chain means that large scale change can be achieved.
Organisations are seeking to exploit the concept of innovation systemicity
must develop new organisational capabilities. This is a challenging task as they
are costly to adjust, difficult to create, cannot be purchased and thus they must
be gradually built within the organisation. Organisational capabilities are
made up of routines that are highly patterned, repetitious and are founded
partially in tacit knowledge and the specificity of objectives. The foundation
upon objective specificity and tacit knowledge is the reason why capabilities
cannot easily be bought and must instead be built. In this case a dynamic capabilities approach can be implemented to reconfigure internal and external
competences in order to respond to change.
In this article a framework was developed to show how competences can be
reconfigured to implement systemic innovations in low velocity industries with
the aim of reducing environmental impact. The framework consists of two dis-
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tinct stages. The first stage involves the development of capabilities that increase knowledge integration and enable interdependencies in the value chain
to be identified (see figure 3 below). Whereas the second stage involves the
reconfiguration of firm capabilities to produce complementary innovations
which in turn reduces the consumption of natural resources.
The study focused on low velocity industries as they are highly vulnerable to
the systemic change that is brought about by the degradation of the natural
environment. Low velocity industries, such as consumer goods, compete
heavily on cost and this means that there is very little investment available for
innovations that reduce emissions. This is not true for high velocity environments where systemic change is experienced as only a minor irritant. Survival
in these high velocity industries that operate in regimes of rapid and discontinuous environmental change is achieved through continuous product and
service innovation.

Figure 3: The knowledge integration and coordination that must occur across the system components in order for systemic innovations to be implemented within a product system.

The applied research design employs a pattern-matching logic to analyse the
case study. The focal case is the 100 commitments of UK retailer Marks and
Spencer which aimed to overhaul of their entire business in order to achieve
carbon neutrality, zero waste and to increase their sustainable sourcing. The
aim of the study was to compare the 100 commitments to the proposed theoretical framework in order to analyse the development and reconfiguration of
firm resources and capabilities that enabled the innovations to be implemented.
This article exploits the concept of innovation systemicity in order to demonstrate how low velocity industries can best respond to the degradation of the
natural environment. The main contribution of this article is the framework
which shows that firms under the conditions being studied should use the dynamic capabilities approach to develop organisational processes that respond
to the new environment.
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5.2

Article II: Routine Rigidity & Environmental Sustainability:
Why Rational Innovations are Regularly Ignored

The core focus of this article is on organisational inertia and environmentally
focused innovations and in particular on environmental strategies that are
frequently ignored due to the failure to change established organisational processes. Rigidities describe the sluggishness of an organisation’s response in the
face of discontinuous external change and routine rigidity is the failure to
change the organisation’s formal processes and informal cultural norms.
The aim of the article is to study a case where environmentally focused organisational innovations were known within the firm and were ignored for a
considerable amount of time. It explores the factors that inhibited the innovations in the past and how the inhibition was overcome. It also adds empirical
research on organisational inertia in the context of environmental sustainability. To achieve these aims it asks the following questions: (1) Can routine rigidity inhibit environmentally focused innovations? (2) What mechanisms can
overcome routine rigidity? and (3) Does threat perception catalyse or inhibit
environmentally focused innovations?
A qualitative research design was employed in this study and a logic model
was used to analyse two sequences of events. Qualitative data has been collected in order to explain the organisational decision making process that lead to
the outcomes and quantitative data was collected to show the environmental
and economic drivers behind the strategic activities. Our research was based
on several data sources and the primary data source was 60 minute semistructured interviews. 10 interviews were conducted in total and each member
of the environmental management team was interviewed.
The focal organisation reduced the greenhouse gas emissions of their outbound logistics by 64% from 2011 to 2013. This emissions reduction was calculated as being equal to 87 000 tonnes of CO2-eq. by their annual sustainability
report and 90% of this environmental performance improvement was delivered by just two strategies. Both strategies were concerned with the transportation of the firms outgoing products. The first strategy aimed to minimise the
use of air freight in favour of sending the products by land and sea freight and
the second strategy aimed to replace traditional timber transportation crates
with a packaging solution adopted from the consumer retail industry. The logic
model for the move away from air freight may be seen in figure 4 below.
The innovation characteristics that were observed during this research
match the focus of this dissertation. These characteristics of high impact (economic and environmental) and low barrier to implementation (cost and technological) make the relationship between environmentally focused innovations
and routine rigidity a valuable study area as firms are now less able to justify
inaction by hiding behind the traditional barriers of environmentally focused
innovation.
The evidence of this study suggests that inertial forces inhibited these innovations from being implemented. This can be seen as the changes did not require large investments, they did not rely on recent technological advance28
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ments and they could have been implemented in the firm at any time in the
previous decade. The innovations were not previously implemented due to a
failure to change organisational processes and they can be considered as empirical examples of routine rigidity. Reduced sales prompted the focal firm to
look for cost savings within their operations and at this point the need for savings was greater than before. The focal firm was more willing to take risks in
order to achieve cost savings and thus was more willing to change their organisational processes. This relaxed the routine rigidity and thus the incumbent
inertia and it resulted in the innovations being implemented.

Figure 4: A three-stage logic model that depicts each component of the strategy to move away
from air freight.

The main contribution of this article is to highlight the relevance of routine
rigidity in relation to the research question. The case study shows how organisational innovations can produce a substantial improvement in environmental
and economic performance. In this case the organisational innovations were
already known within the firm and the relaxation of routine rigidity was required in order for them to be implemented. The factors that inhibited the
innovations and caused them to be overcome were studied in detail and the
focal innovation characteristics match those of this dissertation.
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5.3

Article III: Routines, Rigidity and Real Estate: Organisational
Innovations in the Workplace

This article revisited the phenomena of routine rigidity and environmentally
focused organisational innovations that were raised in the second article. This
time the subject was studied in greater detail and the setting was the corporate
real estate industry. The author of this dissertation’s familiarity with the corporate real estate industry enabled the findings of this article to be explored
more deeply than in the previous case.
The purpose of this article was to explore if routine rigidity inhibits innovations that seek to renew organisational processes. The focal innovation was the
implementation of activity-based working. Activity-based working improves
the space efficiency of workplaces, however, a drawback is that it dramatically
changes the daily routines of building users. The concept has been around for
more than two decades but adoption has been sluggish despite the clear benefits. Thus, it enabled the study of environmentally focused organisational innovations that are inhibited by routine rigidity. The article explores the inhibitive factors, the drivers that can overcome the inhibitive factors and the focal
innovation characteristics match those of this dissertation.
Finding ways to reduce the environmental impact of the existing building
stock is an important element in climate change mitigation. At present, the
current best practices regarding how to reduce the environmental impact of
buildings during their operational life takes a very technocentric approach.
The focus is on minimising the amount of energy consumption through energy
efficiency improvements and increasing the amount of renewable energy generated on-site. An alternative to the technocentric approach is to consider
changes that could be made at an organisational level rather than at a process
level. Organisational innovations have the benefit of employing simple solutions and thus they entail relatively low investment. However, they are often
rejected as they introduce considerable disruption to the routines of the building users which often leads to increased levels of user dissatisfaction. This article asks the following question: how does routine rigidity inhibit environmentally focused organisational innovations in the corporate real estate industry?
A case study research design was selected as the adoption and implementation of an industry trend involves processes, activities and events. The study
also involved complex events and behaviour, occurring within a real-life context which made it relevant to the case study approach. Empirical data on utilisation patterns was collected in an office building by installing two video cameras for the month of May 2016. In addition to the data collected by the cameras, a 3-dimensional dynamic energy simulation was made for the building.
The energy simulation was used to study the influence of the measured utilisation patterns on the energy consumption of the whole case study building.
The results of the study were analysed to determine the efficiency of the
workplace arrangement strategy and the impact of the workplace arrangement
strategy on the building’s energy consumption. The results showed that the
desk sharing workplace arrangement strategy could be 33% smaller than if a
desk had been provided for each of the 66 employees and thus the utilisation
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data suggests that the space is oversized by approximately 15%. The results of
the energy simulation show that optimising the size of the occupied area has a
substantial impact on energy consumption. The current policy of providing 54
desks for 66 people has reduced the energy consumption by 14% compared to
the calculated energy consumption of the traditional one desk per person
strategy. This is impressive by itself, however, our calculations show that the
energy consumption could be reduced by a further 16% if the number of desks
were to match the measured peak occupancy.
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Figure 5: Occupancy of the case study office area for the peak occupancy day with number of
people on the y-axis and the time of the day on the x-axis.

The results suggest that the newly implemented workplace arrangement
strategy was conservative in its approach. The organisation could have reduced
the number of desks to 44 but instead chose to provide 52 desks which
achieves only 64% of the potential space reduction. The second part of our
study showed that if only 44 desks had been provided for the 66 employees
then the energy consumption of the office space would be 30% less than a similar office with a one desk per person policy. These are considerable savings
and it is important to note the other characteristics of this organisational innovation. The innovation is not driven by technology and thus the benefit of
adopting such simple solutions is that they require very low investment. The
change also results in cost savings from reductions in space rental payments.
Despite the substantial benefits for the employer organisations and the employees, the results of the case study coupled with evidence from the global
real estate industry suggest that activity-based working has not reached high
levels of adoption on a global scale. This failure to achieve high levels of adoption suggests that routine rigidity is present in the industry. This is another
case where an environmentally focused organisational innovation has been
known within the industry for some time and requires the relaxation of routine
rigidity in order for it to be widely adopted.
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6. Conclusion and Discussion

The purpose of this research is to develop a better understanding of organisational innovations that aim to improve environmental and economic performance.
The focal organisational innovations have their origin in the work of Dooley
(2012) and have the following low-low-high-high characteristics: their implementation requires low economic investment, they do not rely on recent technological advancements, they introduce considerable disruption to existing
operations and they produce a substantial improvement in environmental and
economic performance. The dissertation contributes to the body of knowledge
on organisational inertia and environmental sustainability the central research
question may be expressed as follows:
How do organisational innovations substantially improve the
environmental and economic performance of a firm?
Based on existing theory and empirical evidence, this dissertation argues
that the answer to this question lies in the reconfiguration of organisational
processes. Organisational inertia is commonly referenced in the modern dialogue on environmental sustainability but it is rarely tackled in a detailed
manner. Gilbert (2005) has split inertia into two distinct categories. On one
side is the failure to change the organisation’s resource allocations and on the
other side is the failure to change the organisational processes. The term routine rigidity refers to the failure to change the organisational processes and the
processes themselves have been widened to include the organisation’s formal
processes and informal cultural norms.
The final theoretical framework that relates to the whole scope of this dissertation suggests a route that firms can take when aiming to reconfigure their
organisational processes. It may be seen in figure 6 below and the starting
point is primarily dependent on the whether or not the innovative strategies
are already known to the firm. In the case where the organisational innovations are already known within the firm but continue to be ignored then this
dissertation advises the firms to focus on relaxing routine rigidity. Alternatively, when trying to implement change in situations where the end solutions
aren’t already known within the firm, the focus should be on developing capabilities that are related to knowledge integration and boundary management.
This should be done in order to implement innovations that have high sys32
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temicity and according to Teece (1996) the more systemic the innovation is,
the greater the interdependence on other elements of the system. Thus, innovations with high systemicity have high interdependence.

Figure 6: The initial question that should be asked when aiming to reconfigure organisational
processes

There are two key components that must be discussed when answering the
research question. In order to describe how successful firms have implemented the focal innovations, we must first describe the conditions that caused
them to be inhibited in the past and then explain how this inhibition was overcome.

6.1

6.1.1

When the Innovative Solutions Are Already Known Within the
Firm
Inhibitive Circumstances

The innovations described in Article II were known to the firm for many
years before they were implemented. They had previously been inhibited by
routine rigidity. Both of the innovations aimed to reconfigure formal organisational process related to the transportation of the case study firm’s outgoing
products. The first innovation adopted a very simple approach. It aimed to
minimise the use of air freight when transporting the firm’s products and
sought to replace air freight with land and sea freight. Land and sea freight had
always been the firm’s preferred method of transport, however, the products
were often transported by air when delays in the supply chain were encountered. This innovation received considerable negative feedback as the sales
team were concerned about the impact it would have on the delivery time of
the firm’s products. The innovation lengthened the delivery lead time of the
firm’s products and sales department were concerned that they would lose out
to direct competitors who could offer their customers a shorter lead time from
order to delivery.
The second innovation aimed to replace traditional timber transportation
crates with a packaging solution adopted from the consumer retail industry.
This method, referred to as the pallet method, was widely used in retail elec33
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tronics but had not been adopted for the higher value products of the commercial electronics and telecommunications industries. The innovation to move to
the pallet method was originally raised more than 10 years prior to being implemented. On the previous occasion, it was rejected as customers and various
stakeholders within the focal firm were uncertain that the alternative method
could protect the firm’s high value products. The internal stakeholders were
reluctant to implement the new method as in their opinion the risk of damaging the high value products was not worth taking for transportation savings
alone. Their argument was based on the fact that even a minor amount of
damage would be an expensive mistake due to the cost of replacement. Furthermore, the negative feedback from customers continued despite the focal
firm providing evidence that the alternative method complied with the technical requirements of the customer’s packaging specification.
The central innovation in Article III was related to activity-based working
(ABW) in office buildings. ABW is a workplace arrangement strategy where the
desks are shared amongst the employees and its primary aim is to make workplaces more space efficient. It recognises that there are many different working
styles needed throughout a typical working day and seeks to accommodate
these both inside and outside the office. ABW challenges one of most deeply
rooted routines of getting up in the morning, arriving at your place of work
and sitting at your own desk. The employees were offered a choice of where
they would work each day and when they chose to work in the office they were
offered a choice of what kind of space they would like to occupy. ABW can deliver considerable cost and environmental benefits for an organisation, however, there is also a clear impact on the daily routines of the organisations employees which can lead to increased levels of employee dissatisfaction.
6.1.2

Overcoming the Inertia

The evidence above suggests that inertial forces inhibited the focal innovations of Article II from being implemented. Prior to the implementation of the
innovation the case study firm had introduced measures with the aim of reducing the use of air freight. The percentage of products that were sent by air
freight was made a key performance indicator (KPI) and this was monitored
over time. However, this KPI was easily dismissed when delays in the supply
chain were encountered and sending products by air freight was necessary in
order to meet the delivery deadlines that had been agreed with the customers.
Despite the concerns of the sales team the organisation moved forward with
the innovation and implemented a strict approval rule for all air freight orders
that cost over a certain threshold. Any air freight order that had logistics costs
of over €5,000 had to be approved by the head of the regional sales department and any air freight order that cost more than €10,000 had to be approved by the organisation’s COO. The environmental manager in charge of
logistics and packaging explained that this impacted the vast majority of orders. The sales team had been concerned by the potential reaction of their customers to the longer lead times, however, as it turned out there was no need to
be concerned. The customers tolerated the lengthening of the lead time and
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communicated that their primary concern was that the pre-agreed delivery
deadline should be met. The customers were not overly concerned if the
agreed delivery date is 6 weeks or 10 weeks from the date of order as long as
the products arrived at the agreed time. The innovation was viewed as being a
success by the focal firm as it substantially reduced costs and emissions without alienating customers. It was judged to have been “surprisingly easy” by the
environmental manager in charge of logistics and packaging and was a result
of the logistics and sales teams accepting the new operational process in order
to avoid confrontation with the firm’s COO. The same interviewee said that
acceptance of the innovation resulted in a “cultural change” within the firm.
Furthermore, it can be concluded that the innovation to move away from air
freight has been accepted by the customers as a standard operating procedure
by the focal firm. This can be seen by the fact that customers are now willing to
pay for their products to be sent by air freight when a delivery is expedited at
their request. Now that the innovation to move away from air freight has been
adopted as a standard operating procedure, new internal measurement practices have been introduced to support it while also supporting the customer’s
choice to expedite their delivery when it is necessary. As the environmental
manager in charge of logistics and packaging explained: “In the beginning we
had a KPI regarding how many percentage can be transported by airfreight,
and now we have two KPIs. One regarding the percentage transported by
airfreight and the percentage transported by air freight of material we can decide how we want to transport it”. In this case the routine rigidity was related
to conservatism in the focal firm’s sales department who criticised the proposed delivery timetable. The inertia was overcome by a top-down order from
a firm executive.
When the innovation to move to the pallet method was proposed for the second time, the original negative feedback was considered and the decision was
made to trial the method internally by using it for internal logistics from the
factories to the regional transportation hubs. The organisation’s outgoing logistics has two stages. Stage one involves products being transported in bulk
from the factories to the regional transport hubs and stage two involves the
individual orders being sent from the regional transport hubs directly to the
customers. The pallet method was used for stage one and the standard timber
crate method was used for stage two. The trials were conducted as there were
concerns regarding the ability of the pallet method to protect high value electronic equipment under all conditions. The trials have been successful and the
firm claim that the pallet method requires 8kg less packaging material per pallet load and that it reduces the fuel consumption by approximately 43%. In the
case of the packaging method the focal firm’s routine rigidity was relaxed when
the head of packaging solutions was given permission by his supervisors to
gradually test the alternative packaging method internally with a long-term
view to implementing the innovations throughout the whole operations. In this
case there was also evidence of routine rigidity in the behaviour of the customer firms. The customer firms repeatedly rejected the innovation even though it
fulfilled their technical requirements. They ignored their requirements and
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requested the packaging technology that they were familiar with and that they
trusted. The focal firm plan to continuously relax this rigidity over time by
slowly introducing the alternative method to the customers and gradually
demonstrating its ability to protect the products. The pallet method will initially only be used on large bulk orders and the standard timber crate method will
be used on smaller orders.
In Article III, the organisation made a top-down decision to adopt ABW in
the case study office area. The focal organisation presented the innovation as a
space saving initiative that enabled the employees to work in a flexible way
that could improve their work-life balance. The employees were encouraged to
share desks and complete a portion of their tasks outside the office. Thus, they
would have greater control over their daily tasks and reduced the need for
them to be micro-managed by supervisors would be reduced. In summary, the
organisation took away the traditional one desk per person workplace arrangement but gave flexibility to the employees. Furthermore, ABW was not
implemented in a very efficient way and the organisation made sure there
would always be plenty of desks to choose from. This was a gentle way of introducing the change. The maximum occupancy rate that was measured in the
case study office area during our period of study was 66%, however enough
desks for 82% of the employees were provided.

6.2
6.2.1

When The Innovative Solutions Are Not Yet Known
Inhibitive Circumstances

Article I argues that product manufacturing firms who are seeking to substantially improve environmental and economic performance should adopt a
systemic approach. The systems view is particularly relevant when the innovative solutions are not already known as it encourages all possible options to be
considered which in turn induces creativity and questions the prevailing organisational logic in focal organisation. The existing organisational processes
of product manufacturing firms do not enable knowledge to flow readily across
the system links and this inhibits the transfer of knowledge across the whole
system. From the product system perspective the components represent each
stage in the value chain and the links between the components represent the
interactions between the stages. The stages in the value chain are raw material
sourcing, product design, manufacture, packaging, logistics, sales and marketing, use and end of life. The vertical structure of an organisation can also reduce knowledge integration and learning across the stages of the value chain.
The outsourcing of value chain components aides expansion and growth in the
organisation’s selected focus areas, however, it also limits the information flow
across the system links and reduces the influence of the focal organisation in
the outsourced components.
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6.2.2

Overcoming the Inertia

The coordination of knowledge and continuous boundary management is
time and cost intensive, however, this dissertation argues that these barriers
are outweighed by the magnitude of the positive change. Systemic innovations
produce complementary innovations in multiple areas of the value chain and
large scale change is delivered through the cumulative effect that is produced.
Article I demonstrates that the case study firms have implemented highly systemic innovations and the interdependence of these innovations has maximised the cumulative effect of the resultant complementary innovations. In
summary, there are strong inertial forces that inhibit systemic innovations but
they are overcome by the promise of a substantial improvement in environmental and economic performance.
The first article develops a framework to demonstrate how organisational
processes can be reconfigured to implement systemic innovations with the aim
of reducing environmental impact. The first stage involves the development of
capabilities that increase knowledge integration and enable complementarities
in the value chain to be identified. The aim of this stage is to identify complementarities and thus knowledge must be accessible to every step in the value
chain. The second stage involves the development of capabilities and the reconfiguration of organisational processes to enable the implementation of the
most impactful complementary innovations.
The case study organisations discussed in Article I have also reconfigured
their vertical structure when implementing the systemic innovations. This has
been achieved without fully integrating all organisational activities back inside
the firm and by doing so they have highlighted which components must be
kept inside the firm and which can components can be outsourced. Their
boundary management activities have focused on collaboration with suppliers
by creating alliances with the components that have remained outside the
firm. For example, over half of the 100 commitments in Marks and Spencer’s
Plan A involved changes in the practices of their suppliers. The firm set up an
online learning platform for its 2,500 suppliers to encourage collaboration and
in the first summer 1,500 suppliers participated. They also arranged a conference that was attended by 1,000 suppliers (Grayson, 2011). Balfour Beatty
have integrated a substantial portion of raw material sourcing component back
inside the firm through their own demolition material recycling systems.

6.3

Innovation Characteristics

The innovation characteristics are important as the research problem is concerned with substantial improvements in environmental and economic performance. The characteristics that were observed in the three case studies
closely resemble the original innovations that are described in the introduction
of this dissertation. Each of the four characteristics will be dealt with below
starting with implementation cost. The examples from the three cases studies
have all been implemented without considerable investment.
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6.3.1

Cost

The impact that is created by the examples from Article I is mostly driven by
breaking the silos between the value chain components. For example, commitment 35 aimed to trial closed-loop recycling for packaging in the Marks
and Spencer cafes. This leverages knowledge of value chain interdependencies
in the logistics and end of life product system components by reducing the
costs of packaging materials while also reducing the costs associated with
landfill taxes and waste haulage. There is a cost of coordination and some investment in fixed assets such as the anaerobic digestion in commitment 8,
however, even in commitment 8 the main driver is the cross-componential
cooperation. The innovations described in Article II did not require any economic investment. The decision to minimise the use of air freight and the decision to replace traditional timber transportation crates with a packaging solution adopted from the consumer retail industry had no cost of implementation
to the focal organisation. This is because the actions were undertaken by outsourced logistics and packaging providers. Similarly, the new workplace arrangement strategy that is described in Article III did not require any economic investment as the existing assets were used by the staff in a more efficient
way.
6.3.2

Technology

The examples in the three case studies exploit well-known technology and
use it in traditional ways. In a similar way to the discussion on investment cost
above the impact of the innovations in Article I is mostly driven by crosscomponential knowledge integration. Plan A did, however, benefit from some
technological advancement such as new transportation technologies and electricity generation from anaerobic digestion. The examples in article II did not
rely on new technology. They replaced air freight with land and sea freight and
the second strategy replaced traditional timber transportation crates with a
packaging solution adopted from the consumer retail industry that was over
ten years old. The example in article III does not rely on technological change
as it is driven by using the existing assets in a more efficient way. It is however,
facilitated by technology advancements that enable employees to complete
their daily tasks and communicate with colleagues from outside the office
through methods such as email, mobile phones and video conferencing.
6.3.3

Disruption

The main disadvantage of the focal innovations is with regard to the disruption of routines and change in behaviour of the firm’s employees that is required. The examples in article I will have resulted in increased coordination
but otherwise the practical impact are small changes to the operations of each
affected component. These small changes are similar to continuous efficiency
improvements such as commitment 31 which aimed reduce food waste from
the stores and distribution centres. The disruption caused by the innovations
in article II are the most interesting as they received a large amount of nega38
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tive feedback when they were initially suggested and this forced the firm to
delay their implementation. However, in the case of the perceived drawbacks
were overestimated by the firm’s employees and the eventual implementation
was reported as a success. The disruption caused by the innovation in article
III is the most relevant characteristic in this case study and the results suggest
that this is the main reason why activity based working is not more common in
the global real estate industry. In all of these cases it is important to point out
that the disruption is predominately a temporary irritant and the improvement
remains in the long term.

6.3.4

Impact

The impact of the examples that are described in Article I cannot be separated from the whole impact of Plan A, which was reported to be saving Marks
and Spencer £50 million per annum. (Grayson, 2011). It is easier to discuss
the impact of the illustrative case studies. For example, the Unilever innovation resulted in each deodorant can using approximately 25% less aluminium,
requiring approximately 33% less fuel for transportation and reducing the associated carbon footprint by 25%. The alternative material innovations that
were implemented by Balfour Beatty in four road projects used 8,000 tonnes
of waste material which would otherwise have gone to landfill which resulted
in cost savings of £50 million across four projects (Balfour Beatty, 2011). In
Article II the focal organisation reduced the greenhouse gas emissions of their
outbound logistics by 64% from 2011 to 2013. This emissions reduction was
calculated as being equal to 87 000 tonnes of CO2-eq. by their annual sustainability report and 90% of this environmental performance improvement was
delivered the two focal innovations. The workplace arrangement strategy that
is described in Article III delivers substantial cost and environmental impact
reductions. The results of the calculations show that if the innovation is optimised then energy consumption of the building can be reduced by 30%. There
are costs savings associated with the energy consumption reduction and with
having 33% less floor area through rent and facility management cost savings.

6.4

Implications of the Results

Environmentally focused innovations aim to reduce environmental impact
and to achieve environmentally focused sustainability targets. They are essential to climate change mitigation as they aim to conserve the consumption of
resources and to reduce the generation of pollution and waste (Rennings,
2000; Del Rio et al., 2010; Forsman, 2013). The characteristics of the environmentally focused organisational innovations that are central to this dissertation are a valuable study area as they can deliver substantial reductions in
environmental impact without relying on considerable investment. It is argued
that firms will be less able to justify inaction by hiding behind the traditional
barriers such as investment cost.
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The case study firm of Article II had been actively working to reduce cost and
environmental impact in the years prior to the focal innovations being implemented, however, this was habitually undertaken in the name of continuous
improvement. The scale and ambition of these innovations was inhibited by
routine rigidity as the firm sought to perpetuate the existing organisational
processes (Christensen, 1997). The firm displayed a greater degree of routine
rigidity than resource rigidity as they were willing to invest in research and
design to improve the energy efficiency of their products, to invest in improvements to their buildings and to buy more fuel efficient vehicles but they
were unwilling to implement innovations that directly impacted the organisational routines (Gilbert, 2005). The distinction between routines and resources
is an important one. Gilbert (2005) separates organisational inertia into routine rigidity and resource rigidity and this dissertation highlights the relevance
of routine rigidity in the discussion on environmental sustainability. The discontinuous environmental change that initiated the eventual implementation
of the innovations was caused by reduced sales of the focal firm’s products,
which in turn was caused by the global recession. This threat prompted the
focal firm to look for cost savings within their operations and at this point the
need for savings was greater than before. The focal firm was more willing to
take risks in order to achieve cost savings and thus was more willing to change
their organisational processes. This relaxed the routine rigidity and thus the
incumbent inertia and it resulted in the innovations being implemented. Routine rigidity is a new but relevant area in the literature and its strength lies in
its ability to explain why some rational innovations are not implemented. The
findings of this dissertation complement the work of Meehan and Bryde (2011)
who have first used routine rigidity in the literature on environmental sustainability.
The evidence in Article II also add to the literature on cognition and organisational inertia by using cognition to explain the source of the routine rigidity.
The past literature on cognition and organisational inertia has focused on organisational learning and knowledge integration, managerial attention and
organisational incentives (Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000; Eggers and Kaplan,
2009; Kaplan and Henderson, 2005). In the context of the focal firm the influence of the formal and informal cognitive frames on routine rigidity may be
seen. The formal routines are the official organisation policies and processes
and they are represented by managerial cognition. The informal routines are
the cultural norms of the organisation and it’s customers. In this case the discontinuous environmental change has impacted the managerial cognition of
the focal firm and thus routine rigidity has been relaxed via a top-down approach. However, in order for this to be sustained and to remain relaxed over
time the cultural norms of the organisation and the customers must also be
changed. This can be seen in the first example where the acceptance of the
innovation by the organisations employees has facilitated the change. The implementation of the change was described as being “surprisingly easy” and the
resulted in a “cultural change” within the organisation.
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Previous scholars have described dynamic capabilities in a high velocity
market as being simple, experiential and unstable processes that rely on quickly created new knowledge and iterative execution to produce adaptive but unpredictable outcomes (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). Following the path of
Winter (2003) this dissertation contradicts Eisenhardt and Martin’s (2000)
description of dynamic capabilities. The firefighting behaviour they describe
does not seem to be made up of routines that are highly patterned or repetitious and it is closer to ad hoc problem solving than to dynamic capabilities
(Winter, 2003). Article I explores how dynamic capabilities can be used to
substantially improve a firm’s environmental and economic performance. The
duration of the implemented innovations is longer than ad hoc problem solving and this allows dynamic capabilities to be implemented in the same way as
Winter (2003). This is supported by Teece and Pisano (1994) who argue that
relative to traditional theories of economic development, the dynamic capabilities approach has a stronger emphasis on organisational processes inside the
firm. This application of dynamic capabilities in linear and predictable environments demonstrates dynamic capabilities in their purest form.
Article I adds empirical evidence to the research on natural-resource-based
view which according to Hart and Dowell (2010) is a subject that has been
largely overlooked and there is still much to be accomplished. Plan A is used to
show how commitments can be categorised as being examples of pollution
prevention and product stewardship. The pollution prevention commitments
aimed to refine existing operational processes and typically only occur inside
one product system component. Examples of this are “making our remaining
carrier bags out of recycled polythene by 2008/09” or “reducing our store and
office mains water usage by 20%” (Marks and Spencer, 2007:22-23). In contrast, the examples of product stewardship which are discussed in detail influence more than one product system component.

6.5

Evaluation of the Research

This section discusses the quality of the research in this dissertation and research quality is usually evaluated through assessment of the validity and reliability of the research. A mixed methods approach can be evaluated by five
criteria and these criteria are discussed below (Creswell and Plano Clark,
2011). The first criterion is that mixed methods studies should collect both
qualitative and quantitative data and the research in this dissertation has accomplished this. Secondly, the research should be rigorous in the collection
and analysis of empirical data and the qualitative data that has been has been
analysed using pattern-matching and logic model analysis. Article III, used
advanced methods of data collection and analysis during the research process.
In addition to these criteria above, the mixed methods approach should merge
multiples sources of data in order for the reveal new a better understanding of
the research problem. This has been accomplished by this dissertation and
especially in the context of Articles II and III where Article III explores the
qualitative findings of Article II in more detail using a quantitative approach.
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The research also employs a mixed methods research design and the aim is to
develop a complex picture of the research problem. The mixed methods approach has been selected to uncover new dimensions of the same phenomenon
rather than validating the same findings multiple times. Finally, the dissertation uses the correct mixed-method research terminology.
There are four tests that are commonly used when evaluating case study research and theses are construct validity, internal validity, external validity and
reliability (Yin, 2009).
Construct validity examines if the correct operational measures have been
used to study the research problem. This test is especially problematic in case
study research and Yin (2009) provides three tactics to increase construct validity which are to use multiple sources of evidence, establish a chain of evidence and have key informants review drafts of the case study reports. The
research in this dissertation has used data from multiple sources, the chain of
evidence is presented in each paper and the findings have been benchmarked
against previous research. The first article provided background to the research and allowed knowledge and learning to be explored. Article II, the key
findings were reviewed with two of the key informants and the case study in
Article III was chosen due to the author’s familiarity with the corporate real
estate industry which enabled the findings to be explored deeper than in the
previous case.
Internal validity is a concern for explanatory case studies, where the researcher tries to determine whether or not one event led to another or was
a third component affected by the process (Yin, 2009). The Internal validity
has been strengthened by the pattern-matching and logic model analysis techniques used in this dissertation.
External validity refers to the problem of knowing if the findings can be generalised beyond the immediate case study (Yin, 2009). The mixed-method
approach of this research uses both qualitative and quantitative data and thus,
the results are more generalizable than studies that use only one kind of data
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). The data has been collected from more than
just one country as the case studies were from the UK, Finland and one case
study was a multinational firm. The industries were also varied and included
retail, telecommunications and corporate real estate. However, the results of
the research are primarily applicable to the value chain of a manufactured
product and especially product systems which are large consumers of natural
resources. Also, although the research question refers to organisational innovations the research only examines two distinct types of organizational innovations which are relating to knowledge and learning and organizational change
and adaptation. Furthermore, this dissertation applies theories from the field
of management to the field of environmental sustainability. The findings cannot be directly generalized to the existing literature on environmental sustainability but rather to the theoretical concept of rigidities and its potential application to the field of environmental sustainability.
In relation to research reliability, this asks the question: can a different researcher obtain the same results and reach the same conclusions? The goal of
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reliability is to minimise the errors and biases in a study (Yin, 2014). All the
empirical data that has been collected for this dissertation has been collected
and analysed by the researcher. Also, the data which consists of transcribed
interviews, measurements, results of simulations have been stored for future
use. However, Article II, includes some data relating to the name and the precise industry of the focal organisation which not been disclosed to the general
public. The case studies in Articles I and II are all longitudinal studies that
examine the decisions behind the innovations, the implementation of the innovations and the outcomes of the innovations. This approach has helped to
enhance the longitudinal reliability. Also, Article III was conducted in order to
explore the research topic in Article II further. This also served to test the reliability of the findings in Article II. Additionally, reliability of the research is
strengthened by grounding the findings in the existing literature. The research
findings have been interpreted through a qualitative analysis rather than a
quantitative approach and thus researcher bias cannot be completely excluded.
All of the articles have been accepted and published in peer-reviewed journals.
The peer-review process increases the confidence in the quality of the individual articles, as the results have been reviewed by several external reviewers,
and thus the research of this dissertation as a whole.
One limitation of this dissertation is that the precise economic impact of the
innovations could not be obtained from the focal firm. It is clear that there are
substantial cost savings derived from the environmentally focused innovations
but without the exact cost savings the impact of the innovation is somewhat
blunted. In article II, cost savings are derived from reducing carbon emissions
by 87 000 tonnes through burning less fuel and from using less packaging. The
adoption of land and sea transportation used less fuel than air freight and the
adoption of the alternative packaging method required 8kg less packaging material per pallet load and that reduced the fuel consumption by approximately
43%.

6.6

Future Research

The results of this dissertation open a variety of directions to continue the
work. In this section we prioritise two avenues for future research. First, is to
develop a better understanding of how routine rigidity inhibits environmentally focused innovations. This dissertation is merely highlighting the relevance
of this subject as opposed to new technology in the context of environmental
sustainability. This remains an unexplored research area and it has the possibility to explain why some rational innovations are not implemented. This topic offers a new perspective on the 1990’s concept of using governmental regulation and legislation to overcome organisational inertia as it focuses on organisational processes (Porter and van der Linde, 1995). The low cost solutions to
environmentally focused innovation can be isolated by highlighting the portion
of organisational inertia that is related to routines and encouraging firms to
focus on implementing rational innovations that relax routine rigidity.
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The second avenue for future research, is how to test the framework from Article I in more industries than low velocity product systems. The results suggest that this approach can induce organisational creativity by using a systemic
viewpoint to question the organisation logic. The key challenge here is to balance the costs of knowledge integration and continuous boundary management with the improvement in environmental and economic performance.
This research area would also provide additional empirical examples of product stewardship which aims to integrate environmental perspectives into the
entire value chain of the firm’s product systems (Hart and Dowell, 2010).
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The current climate change targets will not be
met through the incremental innovation of
business as usual. Furthermore, ﬁ rms cannot
be complacent and simply wait for
technological advancements to deliver the
required reduction in emissions.
The innovations that form the core of this
dissertation have similar characteristics
which are low cost, low technology, high
impact and high disruption. They deliver a
substantial improvement in environmental
and economic performance while requiring
low investment and relying on existing
technology. The downside of these
organisational innovations is that they
disrupt routines and require a change in
behaviour of the ﬁ rm.
These innovations should be attractive to
ﬁ rms, however, their long term beneﬁ t is
often overlooked due to the short term loss in
productivity that occurs as the change is
being absorbed. This research argues that
greater focus should be given to innovations
with the above mentioned low-low-high-high
characteristics.
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